
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

October h>

Mr* Cm Scott Fletcher, President,
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.,
Wilmette, Illinois•

Dear Scotty:

It has been on my mind ever since returning from
New York via Boston and Hot Springs — and incidentally
getting back to an avalanche of work here — to tell you
how excellent I thought your presentation in New York was*
One of the Chairmen, for example, whose opinions I value,
said that he had heard many discussions of public relations
and that yours was by far the most thoughtful and constructive
one he had ever heard* I do not disagree with hinu As you
doubtless know, the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks
saw the film the other day and they were, without exception,
enthusiastic about it*

Your talk and the film provided just the right back-
ground for the New York meeting and contributed greatly to its
success, particularly in energizing the Chairmen to greater
efforts in this broad field of public relations*

With warmest regards,

Sincerely,

homas B. McCabe*
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The Story Behind The Film

THE FEDERAL RESfi&VE SYSTEM

(Its Originj Purposes, and Functions)

A New Encydiotmfedia Bidtannica Film

With this new two-reeler, which uses techniques of dramatic reenactment of famous
historical milestones, animation^ and outstanding photography to tell the story of
one of our countryr3 most important public institutions, Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films makes another far-reaching contribution to education through films.

On the junior high school level the Federal Reserve System is commonly discussed in
civics and general social science courses; on the senior high school level it is
given considerable attention in courses on American History and problems of democracy.
The fact that the film presents the Federal Reserve System in its historical setting
makes it particularly useful to schools, The film is valuable not only because of
the specific light it throws on the institution of reserve banking in this country,
but also because it is an example of history teaching at its best. This is no dry-
as-dust description of a sterile organ of government. It is as dynamic and as fresh
and as vital as were t\\& problems that gave rise to the institution and the solutions
which the institution provided for those problems — problems that affected the
welfare of our fathers, and affect our welfare today, and will affect our children's
welfare tomorrow.

Why The Film Was Made: At a time when the cost of living is on everybodyrs mind and
such terras as 1Iinflation11 and ^deflation1* have become household words, Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films has produced a motion picture which throws the spotlight on one of
the most significant aspects of our entire economy ~ the system of reserve banking
in America, Reserve banking (or central banking as it is sometimes called) has
Always been thought of by the layman as something of a mystery, as something just a
little too difficult for the man in the street to understand. This film proves that
Such is not the case.

More than seventy-five years ago Walter Bagehot, the great British economist, said
**A notion prevails that the money market is something so impalpable that it can be
3poken of only in very abstract words, and that therefore books on it must always be
exceedingly difficult. But I maintain that the money market is as concrete and real
as anything elsej that it can be described in as plain wordsj that it is the writerfs
fault if what he says is not clear#

fl

Selieving that reserve banking in America could be portrayed simply and clearly by
neans of a motion picture, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films produced THE FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM, The task and, indeed, the challenge was to explain the elementary facts
about central banking in such a way that someone with no previous training in the
field could understand the argument if he took the trouble to follow it step by step#
Economists are prone to explain unknowns in terms of other unknowns. This error THE
JEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM studiously avoids making: Each new concept is explained in
terms which have themselves previously been explained.

The purpose of the film was not only to give 8 simple, cogent explanation of the
fundamentals of reserve banking, but also to set this tremendously vital institution
in its historical context. The Federal Reserve was no accident. It did not just
happen. It grew out of a drastic need — a need which had been pointed up for nearly
a century by a series of calamitous "money panics ,t! In the crucible of this national
need the Federal Reserve System was fashioned a generation ago. And as the need has
changed with the changing times the Federal Reserve System has been modified and
adapted to meet the changing needs. This is the great message of the film. This is
the mature attitude to a great public institution which we expect from an enlightened
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citizenery. The Federal Reserve System, or any other gtffeat public institution, is
every citizenrs responsibility for the pimple readdn that this is a democracy. It
is particularly true of an institution like the Federal keserve System whose acts
affect the economic welfare of fcach one of Us*

Could a twenty-minute film be made which WOttld convey this sort of message to the
schools and the general public of Merldat Encyclopaedia Britannica Films said it
could, THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM is the result of this conviction.

What The Film Shows t The film opens in a small-town bank in the year 1907. The
little grocer is being told by his old friend, the bank president, that the bank is
calling its loans and that the grocerfs note therefore cannot be renewed, Patier.TO.7
and carefully the banker tries to explain the reasons for the drastic action v;hisn
the bank is compelled to take* nIt!s got nothing to do with you as a person, John,:l

ne says. !lItfs this money panic we're in#
n During the course of his explanation

the audience learns something about the ABC*s of commercial banking. This sequence
enAs on the note that for a hundred years it has been up to Congress to do something
about establishing a reserve banking system which would preclude money panics.

Five years go by and we now attend the famous conference between Carter Glass and
President-elect Woodrow Wilson in the latter*s Princeton home on the day after
Christmas, 1912. President Wilson is ill, but he remarks that he is not going to
let a little fever stand in the way of reserve banking legislation which, he says,
is of capital importance. During the Princeton Conference the fundamental points of
the proposed Federal Reserve Act are discussed and illustrated in animation.

The Princeton Conference is followed by a rapid montage illustrating the workings of
the Federal Reserve System, particularly the three forms of action it takes in order
to maintain stability in the country1s economy. These, again, are clearly illustra-
ted in animation.

We go now to 1935 and attend one of Carter Glass's last press conferences in which he
reviews the manner in which the Federal Reserve System has met the challenge of the
Jrears — including the depression years. He concludes on the note that the American
people should always stand ready to adapt the Federal Reserve System to meet the new
problems which new times bring# A brief montage suggests some of the problems which
the Federal Reserve System has faced since Carter Glass announced this principle, and
the film concludes on the note that much of the System1 s value and strength is due
to the flexibility with which it has adapted itself to the changing needs of our
growing economy.

How The Film Was Madet Frank Cellier, Encyclopaedia Britannica producer, had general
supervision of this project. His extensive research led him to build up a biography
of more than three dozen books. He interviewed the living relatives of all the his-
torical characters portrayed in the film and asked them to authenticate the script.
He worked in close collaboration with economists of the Federal Reserve System in
Washington, New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, and Philadelphia. He cast the film
and directed the film in Hollywood. To ensure the absolute authenticity of the
animation, it was first prepared in pencil text form and submitted to a panel of
experts. After the animation had been finally photographed it was again submitted
to the panel for unqualified approval before it was finally incorporated into the
picture.

Collaboratori The collaborator on the film was Dr. James W. Angell, distinguished
Professor of Economics in Columbia University!s School of Political Science. It was
the unanimous opinion of a score of the country's leading economists that Dr. Angell
was the top man in this country for the job*
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Catalogue Descriptions

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM (its Origin, Ptirpdsefcj fedtid Functions) (2 reels)

Collaborator: James Wf Angellj £h«Dft, Political Science Department,
Columbia University«

Graphically explains the purpose and ftmctions of the Federal Reserve System.
Shows how the System, growing naturally out of a national need, was devisscl
to meet certain economic conditions. Covers the period from the money pan?/,
of 1907 through World War II, emphasizing historical high spots in the
System1s development as well as important contributions made by several
national leaders.

For riunior and senior high school PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY, AMERICAN HISTORY,
ECONOMICS, and CIVICS.
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A

PRELIMINARY REPORT

ON

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Produced by

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
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THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, a two-reel black and white sound
film, was released by Encyclopaedia Britannlca Films in'November,
I960, Within a month more than 80 prints had been soldf a record
seldom attained so soon after the release of any educational
motion picture by any producer•

A concentrated campaign to show the film to as many banking
groups and educators as possible during November was largely
responsible for these results. Press showings resulting in
favorable comment by the daily and financial press also helped.
The fact that the film was previewed and unanimouslypraised
by key officials of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks, led to
this quick acceptance.

In addition, preview showings to school administrators and
actual test uses in schools, all of which brought praise for
the film as an authentic, historical record of the Federal
Reserve Act, created an unusually early demand from schools*
As a result, the Federal Reserve Banks received numerous requests
to lend schools prints of the film* Some banks have already
purchased prints to donate to school or university film libraries*

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM was written from an historical view-
point with the high school and college curriculum especially
in mind* Its treatment is one which fits the school program in
history, economics and social science courses* Added to this
is the timeless factor of the film which assumes that it will
be accurate and valid for many years to come, assuring long and
continued use by American schools*

School systems usually wait many months before placing purchase
orders for new films, and E3F's past records show that the sales
of films do not begin to reach their peak until a year or more
after their release*

Since the film is basic to the high school curriculum and will
be added to new film libraries now being established in city
and county school systems, it is safe to predict that during
the next ten years as many as a thousand prints will be sold*
These prints will be shown year after year to the millions of
children coming up each year into our high schools* By means
of regular film meetings and television millions of adults will
also see the film in the United States and countries throughout
the world through prints supplied by Federal Reserve Banks,
member banks, public libraries, college and university film
libraries, commercial film libraries, and other distribution
channels which EBF can reach through its world-wide distribution
organization*Digitized for FRASER 
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PREVIEWS HELD FOR FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Before Christmas EBFilms representatives held previews of
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM in more than 20 cities for officials
of the Federal Reserve System, bankers, business leaders and
representatives of the press. In every instance EBF men
reported that praise for the film's content was unanimously
enthusiastic*

Some of the cities where special showings were held under the
sponsorship of bankers include:

New York Boston
Philadelphia Atlanta
Jacksonvi1le Nashvi1le
Richmond San Francisco
Kansas City St.* Louis
Dallas Chicago
Little Rock Minneapolis
Detroit Cleveland
Westchester County Indianapolis

In addition, special previews have been arranged for Baltimore,
Buffalo, Pittsburgh, and many other cities*

In many of the cities mentioned above, several special screen-
ings were held for many financial groups, such as the American
Bankers1 Association, which has purchased the film, the Finan-
cial Public Relations Association, the Reserve City Bankers,
national public relations associations and many other financial
groups• Mr* 0.* H . Coelln, Jr*, publisher of Business Screen
Magazine, has shown the film at meetings of the A*B*A, Public
Relations Council and the American Public Relations Association
in Phoenix, Arizona; New York Cityj Kansas City, and St* Louis*
He reported that the response to the way in which it communi-
cated the principles of reserve banking was unqualifiedly
favorable*

After almost every one of these special showings at least one,
and sometimes as many as seven prints, of FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM were ordered for the public relations and banking
relations programs of the banks whose officials saw the film.
In the instances where prints have not yet been sold there
has been agreement that prints will be purchased very soon*
These banks are only waiting until they effect their distri-
bution plans before buying*
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BANKERS1 REACTIONS

The reactions of leading bankers to the film have been universally
favorableo These range from Mr* Thomas J* McCabe, chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, to public
relations officers of the system banks and to individual bankers*

Mr« McCabe said that the presidents of the system were "without
exception, enthusiastic about it*" A copy of a recent letter
from Mr. McCabe is attached*

Mr* R* R. Gilbert, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Dallas, declared that EBFilms should be thanked for its "contri-
bution toward better public understanding of banking and, con-
sequently, better bank public relations." He hailed the film
as "a very fine job, both in the film and in the narrative, in
developing in an interesting manner the basic purposes and
objectives of the Federal Reserve System,"

"I am sure that the film will be received with interest by many
educational, business and other groups," he added, "for it is
not only a very good educational presentation but also interest-
ing and entertaining*"

H. Fred Wilson, Bank Relations Officer of the Chicago Federal
Reserve Bank, told EBFilms that "I have never seen anything
that makes such a powerful message. It is obvious that a strong
monetary system is imperative to make possible the productivity
of America which is so vital to our standard of living and to
our very defense* "

The American Banker devoted a quarter of a column to review the
contents of the film and declared that the New York Federal
Reserve Bank was cooperating with schools and civic clubs to
arrange showings in communities throughout the district*
"Federal Reserve Banks in other districts," it added, "will
also have prints available for distribution*"

An example of the growing cooperation between Federal Reserve
Banks and educational institutions to make possible wider use
of the film, was the recent gift of a print by the Minneapolis
Bank to the University of Wisconsin audio-visual library for
distribution to schools in Wisconsin* The Minneapolis bank is
making other prints available to numerous school systems
throughout its district, according to its bank relations officer,
Otis R. Preston,
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BANKERS» REACTIONS

Whenever they have shown FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, EBF Regional
and District Managers have reported an enthusiastic reception,
A few of the reports made by these EBF field representatives
give an impression of the reactions:

"Well liked by Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank," — Ohio

"Oral comments were all good,,. Both bank officials and
financial press representatives gave good praise to the
film," — New York City

"New York Bank will put field representatives to work
promoting." -- New York City

"Philadelphia preview highly successful,• • Entire staff,
chairmanned by Mr, James V, Vergari, approved,,. Thought
very necessary for bankers and will also promote in
schools as gifts," — Pennsylvania

"Shown to 45 executives of banks in V/estchester County,
New York, all agreed on its great value to banks,,;
However, thought high school pupils would not be suffi-
ciently prepared to understand it,,. As a result, film
was tested in Tarrytown schools. School audio-visual
director discovered film was highly usable and desirable
for high school students,,. Bank officials then agreed,
since schools had shown they could use it effectively,
that they would assist in making it availabe," — New York

"Most excellent reception by staff of Dallas bank at
showing followed by general applause by the audience.
Officials were unanimous in their praise for this splendid
production," — Texas

"Preston Reed, executive secretary of the Financial
Public Relations Association told me both FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM and PRODUCTIVITY: KEY TO PLENTY are excellent
films and should go together,,. Thought former ideal
for college students, because banks are receiving too
few applications from college graduates and this would
help in recruiting them," -- Chicago

"University of Illinois will make a special mailing
about the film to county bankers associations in the
state." — Illinois
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BANK USES OF FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Already patterns of utilization are emerging. These
demonstrate how Federal Reserve Banks, their branches
and their member banks are using the EBFilm, FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM, in their bank relations programs4

In New York it is being shown to leading bankers,
businessmen and government officials to show them
the organization, purposes and objectives of the
Federal Reserve System,

In Minneapolis prints have been purchased to place
on permanent loan with universities, schools and
libraries so that the film may be used in schools
and with the general public to give children and
adults a better understanding*of the functions of
the reserve banking structure*

In Chicago the bank is supplementing the facilities
of the public school visual education center by
making available prints for school use#

Bankers are finding the film an ideal instrument for
their own public education programs to show at civic
meetings, and before service clubs, and discussion
groups to give a visualized, clear and concise
understanding of Federal Reserve banking. They are
learning that whenever an executive makes a speech
he can do a better job by showing the film to
highlight and punctuate his exposition.
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EDUCATORS' PRAISE FOR FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Educators, too, have been wholehearted in their praise of FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM..,..-,*.-*. ... + . + .+

Dr. H. L. Kooser of the University of Iowa declared,
of the very best films EBF has ever turned out ft

"This is one

Dr. John Blancato, chairman of the Social Studies Department of
White Plains (New York) High School, wrote, "It is an excellent
film.,.. I believe it can be shov/n with advantage to our high
school students designated as beinq of better than average
intelligence... There are history students of certain qualifi-
cations within our high school who can be shown this film with
considerable profit----"

One of America's foremost audio-visual education leaders, Dr. L.
C. Larson, head of the Indiana University audio-visual department,
former chairman of the board of the Film Council of America and
president of the Educational Film Library Association, praised
the "extremely high standards" achieved in the production of
this film, "This will discourage others, it is so good," he said*

Reactions from other educators have followed a similar key- As
previously stated, it requires from six months to two years for
most school systems to place a new film in their library* Yet,
within five weeks of its release, an unusually large number of
schools purchased prints of the film. Purchasers of the film
to date include:

Alabama
Madison County Schools, Madison
Federal Reserve Bank, Birmingham

Arkansas
State Teachers College, Conway
Federal Reserve Bank, Little Rock

California
Federal Reserve Bank, San Francisco

Canada
General Films Ltd*, Regina, Sask«

Connecticut
University of Connecticut, Storrs

Delaware
Board of Education, Wilmington

Florida
Duval County Schools, Clearwater
Federal Reserve 3ankf Jacksonville

Georgia
Federal Reserve Bank, Atlanta

m i no is
Ideal Pictures Corp., Chicago
University of Illinois, Urbana*
Livingston County Film Library,

Pontiac
Sears, Roebuck & Co#, Chicago
Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale

Indiana
Indiana University, Bloomingtor

jowa
Iowa State College, Ames
Board of Education, Des Moines

Kansas
Frank Bangs Co., Wichita
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Kentucky
University of Kentucky,- Lexington
D. T« Davis Co., Louisville
Federal Reserve Bank, Louisville

Louisiana
Federal Reserve Bank, New Orleans

Maryland
Enoch Pratt Free Library,

Baltimore

Massachusetts
Federal Reserve Bank, Boston

Michigan
UniversTty of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Minnesota
University of Minnesota, Minnea-

polis
Board of Education, Minneapolis
Board of Education, St. Paul
Federal Reserve Bank, Minneapolis

Mississippi
Miss. Edu^t Film Assn., U. of

Mississippi, Oxford
So. Miss. Educ. Film Assn., State

Teachers College, Hattiesburg

Missouri

North Dakota
No. School Supply Co., Fargo

Ohio
WHTenberg College, Springfield
Federal Reserve Bank, Cleveland

Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma, Norman
Board of Education, Henryetta
Board of Education, Muskogee

Pennsylvania
L. C. Vath Film

Sharpesvi1le
Federal Reserve

delphia

Library,

Bank, Phi la-

Tennessee
ofUniversity

ville
Knox County Schools
Federal Reserve

Tennessee, Knox-

, Knoxville
Sank, Nashville

Swank Motion Pictures, St. Louis
Mo. State Library, Jefferson City
Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis
Federal Reserve Bank, Kansas City

New York
American Bankers Assn., New York West Virginia

Texas
Board of Education,'Galena Park
University of Texas, Austin
Dallas Public Library, Dallas
Federal Reserve Bank, Dallas

Utah
Brigham Young University, Provo

Virginia
BoarcFof Education, Norfolk
Warwick County Schools, Hilton

Village

Federal Reserve Bank, New York

North Carolina
Wake County Schools, Raleigh

Oglebay Institute, Wheelinq

V/iscons in
University of Wisconsin, Madisoi
Milwaukee Public Museum, Milwau-

kee

To sum up, it can be said with confidence that this
better than average sales and use for many years to

film will
come.

enjoy

Dennis R. Williams
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